John Hong: Selected Bibliography

“Psychedelic Architecture: Form and Allegory”
*Spitzer School of Architecture Lecture – October 3, 2013*

About:

SsD, the firm founded and led by Jinhee Park (Design Critic in Architecture at Harvard’s GSD) and John Hong (Adjunct Associate Professor at the GSD), won four AIA awards for recent work: The White Block Gallery in Korea won both a regional AIA New England Design Award as well as an Honor Award for Design Excellence from the Boston Society of Architects (BSA); 8 Towers, part of the Ordos 100 project, and Island of Water, a landscape urbanism project in Incheon, Korea both won Unbuilt Architecture Awards from the BSA. Their prototype Big Dig House is well known for the architects’ use of materials left over from Boston’s Big Dig project. The principals are graduates of the GSD. SsD has offices in Cambridge, MA and NYC. He is a visiting distinguished critic in fall 2013 at the Bernard and Anne Spitzer School of Architecture.

Books:


Books listed above are available in the CCNY Architecture Library except where noted.

Articles: (Selected from 2010 to 2012)


“*Clover Food Lab,*” in *Dwell Magazine.* Aaron Britt, January 2012. Available through Inter-Library Loan.


Articles listed above are available in the CCNY Architecture Library except where noted.

**Web Sites:**

SsD Architecture & Urbanism, the firm’s web site: [www.ssdarchitecture.com/](http://www.ssdarchitecture.com/)


HBNY (Parenthetical Space) [ssdarchitecture.com/works/residenial/hbny-parenthetcalspace/](http://ssdarchitecture.com/works/residenial/hbny-parenthetcalspace/)